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Abstract

Although autism has been characterised as a disorder certain selective advantages of autism have been identified which may represent a selective trade-off for reduced ‘folk psychology’ and provide a potential explanation for the incorporation of autism genes in the human evolutionary past. Such potential trade-off skills remain to be explored in terms of selectively advantageous or disadvantageous behaviours in the distant past however. Here we present the results of an analysis of the relationship between AQ (autism quotient) and attitudes to valued personal possessions on the basis of a study of 550 participants. We find that individuals with autism have a reduced tendency to value and preserve objects as reminders of relationships/attachment figures and place a greater value on the direct practical function of their personal possessions. The latter strategy may have been more selectively advantageous in certain contexts whilst less advantageous in others in the distant evolutionary past.
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Introduction

Autism, typically seen as a disorder, is nonetheless associated with a range of potential ‘trade-off’ skills which may have been selectively advantageous in certain contexts in the evolutionary past.

Though the condition has been described in terms of a balance towards abilities in ‘folk physics’ at the expense of ‘folk psychology’ (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Spong, et al. 2001), enhanced abilities in autism are known to extend beyond technical skills (Shah and Frith 1993) or realms such as engineering and mathematics (Baron-Cohen et al. 1998; Iuculano et al. 2014) and to include heightened sensory skills, such as olfactory (Lane et al. 2010), vision (H. Smith and Milne 2009), and musical pitch (Heaton 2009) sensitivities. Moreover as well as such enhanced skills over 60% of individuals with autism possess special isolated talents, sometimes called ‘savant skills’ (Meilleur, Jelenic, and Mottron 2015) such as exceptional calendrical or memory abilities.

Estimates suggest that of the order of 2% of the modern UK and US population have an autism spectrum condition, based on diagnosis of school age children (Baron-Cohen, Scott, et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2011) or adult Autism Quotient (AQ) scores (Ruzich et al. 2015) with similar rates in traits seen cross-culturally (Wakabayashi et al. 2007). Autism without intellectual impairment is not necessarily a disability (Baron-Cohen 2000), with many individuals with autism without intellectual disability occupying positions of esteem and having families and children (Baron-Cohen et al. 1998; Lau and Peterson 2011). Indeed in studies of students at Cambridge for example those within the range suggestive of autism tended to see their autistic traits as valuable and did not complain of any unhappiness (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, et al. 2001a, 12).

The status of individuals with autism spectrum conditions in the evolutionary past remains unclear however. Arguments for how autism spectrum conditions become part of human diversity tend to be based on generalisations about the condition, such as that individuals with autism will prefer to be alone and thrive as solitary foragers (Reser 2011), or will be particularly focused on tool-making activities (Lomelin 2011). There is no clear consensus on the selection pressures or timing of
inclusion. Thus whilst both Charlton and Rosenkarnz (2016) and Del Giudice et al. (2010) argue that autism became more prevalent with the origins of agriculture, Masataka (2016) argues that autism will have become less prevalent in this period as group size and interactions increase. Moreover few studies relate theories to analysis of relevant patterns of behaviour.

A key component of the issue is that autism is more complex than any simple generalisation of being ‘less social’. Most individuals with autism are fully socially integrated in society. Moreover whilst complex social understanding is impaired, most adults with autism have sufficient theory of mind abilities to get along socially (Baron-Cohen 1989; Baron-Cohen 2006). Moreover though individuals with autism find complex emotions difficult to identify autism is not simply associated with reduced empathy, as some aspects of empathy (e.g. related to pain) can be intact (Rogers et al. 2007; Bird et al. 2010; Hadjikhani et al. 2014). Likewise there is no necessary reduction in abilities at cheat detection (Rutherford and Ray 2009). Furthermore individuals with autism show a heightened understanding of other people with autism (Komeda et al. 2015) and of animals (Prothmann, Ettrich, and Prothmann 2009).

A limited number of studies of specific behaviours argued to represent evolutionary trade-offs between individuals who have autism compared to those with neurotypical development have been carried out. Research for example shows that individuals with autism are less able to identify angry faces (Wright et al. 2008). Masataka draws on evidence that may be more likely to focus on dangerous animals (2016), and Del Guidice draws on evidence that individuals with autism have higher commitments to partners and less interest in short term mating (2010). Both contrasting patterns of behaviour are seen as trade-off tendencies in the evolutionary past with balanced selection pressures. However the observed behavioural differences are difficult to assess in the evolutionary past.

The question of selective trade-offs has come under greater scrutiny as the genetic record illustrates that individuals with autism were present in the human evolutionary past. Certain genes for autism
have been shown to be part of the shared ape genome (Marques-Bonet and Eichler 2009; Dumas et al. 2012; Gualtieri 2014). Nonetheless some key genes, notably 16p11.2 CNV (Nuttle et al. 2016), AUTS2 (Oksenberg et al. 2013) and DNA flanking 15q13.3 (Antonacci et al. 2014) are more recent, approximately pre-dating emergence of modern humans as a species i.e. prior to 150,000 years ago. The phenotypic expression of autism is not simple, with complex genetic and environmental influences (Eapen 2011) and the presence of around 30% of cases arising through spontaneous mutation, typically associated with autism with intellectual impairment (Ronemus et al. 2014). However it is clear that autism is for the most past highly heritable and subject to some elements of positive selection (Gaugler et al. 2014; Polimanti and Gelernter 2017). Moreover selection through cultural influences has shaped the evolution of autistic traits, and autism has in turn affected human culture (Spikins 2009; Spikins, Wright, and Hodgson 2016a). Understanding the integration of individuals with autism thus demands a biocultural approach (Carroll et al. 2017) which moves beyond a neurological and clinical understanding of autism to behaviours in a wider social context.

**Autism and behaviours towards valued personal objects**

Here we develop an evolutionary behavioural understanding of the incorporation of individuals with autism in the distant past by considering how autism affects engagement with valued possessions.

Valued objects are highly significant in an evolutionary context, especially given that carrying objects would have been particularly costly in past highly mobile hunter-gatherer societies. The use of valued objects in such societies include not only functioning tools affecting practical survival but also objects which would have affected social ties and reputation (Spikins 2012) as well as those which provided a means of comfort in the absence of loved ones (Lucas A. Keefer et al. 2012/7; L. A. Keefer and Landau 2014). Indeed objects with no direct functional use in terms of survival and purely a social significance start to regularly appear in the archaeological record from around 100,000 years ago. Indeed objects with no direct functional use in terms of survival and purely of social significance start
to regularly appear in the archaeological record from around 100,000 years ago. Identical personal objects to those used by today’s San peoples (therefore showing remarkable continuity), include both social and functional items such as stone arrowheads, personally identified bone points, bones with notational marks, ostrich eggshell beads, and marine shell beads and can be seen for example dating to 44,000bp at Border Cave in South Africa (d’Errico et al. 2012). The creation and use of valued items with both social and practical functions were clearly an important part of the cultural repertoire of humans in the distant past with any differences in preferences affecting survival in different contexts.

By understanding how autism affects preferences for valued personal objects in modern contexts we can develop an understanding of how differential selection might have influenced the integration of autism in an evolutionary context. Whilst anecdotal evidence suggests that material things, such as familiar possessions, play different roles in the lives of individuals with autism there has however been little research in this area. Certain lines of research have suggested potential mechanisms by which cognitive differences associated with autism may affect how objects are used and valued. Differences in interpersonal interactions (Dawson et al. 2004; Klin et al. 2009; Chevallier et al. 2012) are well known for example and can affect how infants engage with people or their material world. Some infants with autism prefer to relate to objects rather than people (Swettenham et al. 1998) especially if the object is related to a circumscribed interest (Sasson and Touchstone 2014) and their play with objects is less representational and less social than those without autism (Rowland and Schweigert 2009/4). Sensory processing differences (Kern et al. 2006) and a perceptual focus on detail associated with autism may contribute to a different engagement with the material world. Happé and Frith (2006) for example demonstrate a common focus on detail amongst those with autism which may explain why infants with autism are attracted to details which others often fail to notice, for example numbers on lampposts (Wakabayashi et al. 2007; Baron-Cohen, Ashwin, et al. 2009). Equally the art of talented adults with autism, such as that of Peter Myers (Myers, Baron-Cohen, and Wheelwright 2004) or Stephen Wiltshire (Wiltshire 1991; Wiltshire and Casson 1987) shows a different vision in a clear preference for recording and representing precise details. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that constant, structured and familiar material environments including collections and data records can provide a sense of comfort and that collections of objects are a frequent preoccupation (D. J. A. Smith 2009).

Understanding the relationship between autism spectrum conditions and material culture presents challenges, particularly as the significance of certain objects is typically built up over long periods and cannot therefore be easily studied in an experimental setting. Moreover relationships with material objects are often complex. In many cases the observed personal environment of many individuals with autism may not show particularly obvious distinctive features for example, with many individuals with high functioning autism motivated to ‘pretend to be normal’ (Willey 1999). Underneath the surface, objects may nonetheless be fulfilling different functions in different ways.

Methods

Here, by designing scenarios which test the roles played by particular objects we aimed to understand how individuals differ in the significance they attach to personal objects. We carried out an online survey drawing on participants from a local population via on exhibition and local radio appearance discussing the prehistory of autism, via responses from students at York University, and via dissemination through the National Autistic Society (UK) web site. The survey used a well validated autism spectrum questionnaire termed the autism-spectrum quotient (AQ) alongside a questionnaire designed to elicit an individual’s beliefs about, and engagement with, material objects and was approved by the relevant Ethics Committee. The AQ is a self-report measure designed to measure traits on the autism spectrum (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, et al. 2001b; Woodbury-Smith et al. 2005). It is extensively used and shows large separation between individuals who are neurotypical and those with autism spectrum disorders (Ruzich et al, 2015). It reports five subscales namely social interaction, communication, attention switching, imagination and attention to detail, although some authors suggest that there are two main factors with the first four subscales coming together as a social interaction factor with attention to detail as a second main factor (Hoekstra et al, 2008). Baron-
Cohen and colleagues have determined through a large scale study that an AQ of 32 or above is strongly associated with clinical manifestations of a diagnosis of an autism spectrum condition (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, et al. 2001b) making this measure a useful proxy for autism. The material objects beliefs and engagement (MOBE) questionnaire was developed for this study by putting together an expert panel of senior clinicians with a long expertise of autism spectrum disorders and researchers with expertise in the field of archaeology and material culture. The questionnaire built on knowledge and experience of how the significance of objects is assessed within a typical population as well as research and consultation with those involved with environments affecting adolescents and adults with autism (for example in disability services within the university environment). It was designed to give the broadest possible view about value judgements in relation to objects. The questionnaire consists of 13 straightforward questions about engagement with and beliefs about objects. Questions related to childhood favourite objects, childhood imaginary friends and significant objects chosen to be saved in a disaster/crisis scenario. Where participants gave examples of objects these were placed into subcategories before analysis was completed. For example, a photograph of a loved one would be categorised in the subcategory of sentimental value/reminder of close relationship rather than functional/practical value. Significance was tested using the chi square test, unless otherwise stated.

550 participants completed the survey. Participants were divided into two groups on the basis of their AQ score: those who exceeded the recommended cut off of 32 that would make them high risk for an autism spectrum condition, here termed AU and those who were below 32 and are low risk, here termed NT. 50 individuals (9.1%) exceeded this threshold for inclusion into the AU group (figure 1).
Figure 1. Participants’ distribution of scores on the Autism Quotient (AQ) with the threshold for a high risk for autism (AU) participants marked at 32.
Participants were also asked The MOBE questionnaire relating to their engagement with the material world (blind to AQ score).

**Results**

There was a significant difference in what types of objects participants chose to take with them in a crisis situation involving a fire at home. AU participants selected more functionally useful objects, including items such as laptops or objects housing important information. For example, an AU participant stated ‘I have a personal document file labelled “Take this in case of fire”, I would take that’ and another AU participant would have taken their ‘Apple Time Capsule [file backup server]’ - for computer’. The most popular category of items to take were computer related (41.7%). NT participants on the other hand were more likely to select objects with purely sentimental value, including for example photographs of loved ones (17.9%), treasured teddy bears (7.4%) or other mementoes which were deemed ‘irreplaceable’ (figure 2) (statistical significance p = 0.008). For example, one NT participant’s single item to rescue from the fire would be their ‘family archive of photographs and letters - this includes my Grandad’s autobiography and letters he wrote to my Grandma during the war.’
Figure 2. Percentage of participants who chose to take a practical/functional object or an object with purely sentimental value/reminder of a close relationship from a fire at their home.
When asked what objects would be chosen to take with them to a desert island a similar contrast was revealed. AU individuals were again more likely to select practical/functional objects than objects with sentimental value or reminders of relationships (p = 0.041, figure 3). For example an item commonly selected by AU participants was a computer (14.9%), whilst photos (17.7%) were the most common objects selected by NT participants, followed by companion animals (10.1%). One NT participant chose to take for example 'a locket with photos of my family in it, given to me by my mother'. AU individuals were also more likely to take items that were actively entertaining than items that remind them of people or relationships (p = 0.022, figure 9).
Figure 3. Percentage of participants who would take practical/functional object or an object with purely sentimental value/a reminder of a close relationship with them to the desert island.
Figure 4. Categories of objects participants would take with them to a desert island.
Those AU participants who still owned their favourite object from their childhood were more likely than NT participants to still use that object, rather than have their object stored away out of use (p = 0.049, figure 5). Specific aesthetic or sensory aspects were often significant for example ‘Cuddly Red Panda hand puppet... [like it because] it was unusual and had striking blue eyes’ or ‘Satin edging from a cot blanket (‘Blue Blanket’)... [like it because] texture (both on hands and mouthfeel), smell, taste, colour.’ or ‘My fuzzy (stuffed animal) cat... [liked it because] it was my friend. I could talk to it, even when talking to people was hard.’
Figure 5. Present location of favourite childhood objects.
Discussion

We found that differences in attachment to functionally useful objects or socially significant reminders of others and the relative values placed on different types of objects reflect a balance in preferences between neurotypical individuals and those with autism. These findings are supported by research on responses to words. Significant differences have been found between individuals with autism and those who are neurotypical in their neurological responses to the words ‘hug’ and ‘adore’ for example, with neurotypical individuals responding in terms of a self-referential and emotional response whilst individuals with autism responding neurologically to the physical (impersonal semantic abstract-physical) properties of these words (Just et al. 2014). Similar neurological responses were however recorded between individuals with autism and neurotypical individuals to words related to tools or buildings (Shinkareva et al. 2008). Whilst the cognitive basis of such preferences remains to be fully understood there are clear behavioural implications for how individuals with autism relate to language and to material culture.

Implications in an evolutionary context

In the hunting and gathering societies of the distant past success, survival and reproduction will have depended directly on both the practical economics of existence (finding food, shelter etc) and indirectly on social interactions or one's social standing. Survival outside of a social group would have been unlikely, particularly in the context of predation (Camarós et al. 2015). Moreover, food sharing is central to hunter-gatherer adaptations, with even the most able individuals sometimes dependant on others for food or care and so dependant on their accumulated social reputation (Spikins 2012; Spikins, Wright, and Hodgson 2016a). Amongst the Ache for example even the least vulnerable of the population, adult males, are too ill or injured to hunt and dependant on others for support around a third of the time (Gurven et al. 2000). Perhaps unsurprisingly costly signals of positive social reputation appear from at least 1.8 million years ago in both extended direct care of the injured or
vulnerable and in non-functional attention to aesthetics in tool forms (Spikins 2015).

The survival advantages of valuing and choosing to retain or rescue in a crisis those objects which have either an immediate practical or an indirect emotional value in the distant past will have varied depending on context. Personal hunting gear and other essential items are likely to be carried at all times. However choices will have been made about which other objects are transported and which are left behind. If survival is truly at stake then the increased availability of functioning weapons, tools, containers for water etc may be the difference between life and death, and the extra costs of carrying objects with only an emotional significance may be a serious constraint. However valuing objects with an emotional significance acts as a sign of emotional commitment, and objects which act as reminders of loved ones improve security and emotional resilience (L. A. Keefer and Landau 2014). There are likely to have been different contexts in which different tendencies to look after and value different types of objects may be selectively advantageous. Equally it seems likely that a process of group selection whereby groups with diverse approaches better able to cope in crisis than those with single approach (and commonly valued objects). Considering both individual and group level selection it isn’t difficult to see how individuals with a functional approach to valued objects would have a role as much as those who had a greater tendency to place the most value in non-functional things. Moreover examples exist within anthropological accounts of distinctive individuals with autistic traits who bring a unique knowledge and understanding to their societies (Spikins, Wright, and Hodgson 2016b).

Examples taken from a specific element of hunter-gatherer material culture in the distant past - European Magdalenian portable art (dating to around 17-12,000 years ago ie during the last ice age) - illustrates this point. Hunter-gatherers in the Magdalenian period were highly mobile, particularly as these groups were typically heavily dependant on migrating reindeer and any objects carried will have incurred a energy costs. Nonetheless portable art thrives in this period. Though much art appears as a pragmatic embellishment of functional objects (such as spear throwers), many portable art items are of no direct functional use but rather are highly symbolic, show exceptional artistic skill and may act
to improve social reputation or as an emotional support, likely to be part of complex myths and narratives. A small percentage of portable objects are in contrast however not aesthetically pleasing but a source of detailed practical information, analogous to modern data storage devices. Small pieces of bone have been used to record the phases of the moon and its position in the sky for example (Hayden and Villeneuve 2011). There are also examples of maps. One particular example comes from Abauntz cave in northern Spain (Utrilla et al. 2009). This pebble is engraved with a clearly defined map of the surroundings, showing the location of specific topographic features, as well as mountain passes, the locations of typical game animals and marshes. Both types of ‘art’ object have their uses with mobility pressures constraining what could be transported. It isn’t difficult to imagine however that at certain times practical information of a detailed nature is of greater survival value than objects apparently linked to real or imagined beings and at other times the converse is true. Moreover groups which include within them a diversity of approaches to personal objects are likely to be able to draw on differing possibilities to react to challenges and solve problems using material things and as a result have been more resilient than those with only very similar approaches and attitudes.

Differential preferences for personal possessions illustrate a significant mechanism through which differing cultural, social and ecological pressures will have interacted with the varying spectrum of traits of autism across hunter-gatherer populations in the distant past to drive a dynamic process of selection.

Implications for policy and practice

There are also implications in terms of policy and practice in relation to individuals with autism. Most particularly a normative model of what types of objects should provide comfort to neurotypical children and adults may not be most appropriate for individuals with autism. Understanding that sensory processing may be different in children with autism (Marco et al. 2011) and that this impacts upon relationships with objects of attachment and security (Kalpidou 2012) is relevant to practice.
In cases of children requiring intensive support, encouraging an understanding of the significance of functional objects in their lives may be more appropriate than attempting to encourage a ‘normal’ attachment to reminders of loved ones. Functional objects may be ‘a point of reliability in a chaotic world’ (words of an anonymous adult with autism). The case of Ben Carter, a UK teenager with severe autism who inspired international media attention when he nearly died of dehydration as his usual Tommy Tippee cup was broken, vividly illustrates the importance of understanding how significant the world of functioning objects can be for example.

In the case of adults within society, improved understanding may provide for better sources of support, and more comforting and secure environments. Providing new functional items of the latest style or design may not be as desirable and maintaining old, familiar and functioning items for example. We should not necessarily expect that adults with autism should find photographs or mementoes of loved ones reassuring, and understand that functional objects from childhood may carry a far greater significance than might be expected. Similarly children with autism in stressful situations (e.g. requiring hospital treatment) may be calmed by very different objects (e.g. a rubber band or electronic device) than a neurotypical child (e.g. a cuddly toy).

Conclusions

Despite substantial research interest in autism there has been a relative lack of research into behaviours which represent selective trade-offs to autistic traits in the evolutionary past. Such behaviours are key to understanding the evolutionary integration of autism into human societies. One such area of research exploration relates to interactions with objects. Here we present new evidence of differential preferences towards valuing and preserving personal objects which are reminders of loved ones or close relationships or serve clear practical functions between neurotypical and autistic individuals. By considering a novel realm of behaviour, that of relationships to material culture, we also crucially open up the possibility of developing evolutionary hypotheses with the potential to be testable against the preserved material record of hunting and gathering societies in the distant past.
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